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1. PROPOSALS FOR THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS TO DESIGNATE A PERSON TO*: SERVE 
ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

The CHAIRMAN read Article 24 of the Constitution and Rule 98 of the Rules of 

Procedure of the Health Assembly, governing the procedure applicable to the election 

He drew the attention of the Committee to the following four documents before it:

(a) a table indicating the geographical distribution of the Executive Board 

by region and giving the names of the outgoing Members in March 1964;

(b) a list, by region, of Members of WHO that were at present or had been 

previously entitled to designate persons to serve on the Board;

(c) a list of Members whose names had been suggested in accordance with Rule 97 

of the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly;

(d) a table showing the composition by region of the Executive Board in

I963-I964.

At the suggestion of the CHAIRMAN it was decided to adopt the same procedure 

as in previous years: after a trial vote, the General Committee would first draw 

up a list of twelve Members which would be transmitted to the Health Assembly, then 

a list of eight Members which, in the Committee's opinion, would provide, if elected 

a balanced distribution of the Board as a whole.

Professor ZDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) informed the General 

Committee on behalf of the Chief Delegate of Romania, that that country wished to 

withdraw its candidature in favour of Yugoslavia.
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In reply to a question by Professor AUJALEU (France), Dr TERRY (United States of 

America) confirmed that the Members of the Region of the Americas had agreed to 

nominate Paraguay.

Mr Albano PACIS (Philippines) said that the Members of the Western Pacific Region 

had agreed to put forward only one candidate, namely, Malaysia. Consequently, 

his delegation requested that the Philippines be withdrawn from the list.

Professor AUJALEU (France) had pointed out that the list of Members whose 

candidature was proposed contained only ten names, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed 

that the General Committee was obliged to communicate a list of twelve Members to 

the Health Assembly.

In reply to a question by Dr WATT (United States of America), the DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

stated that the General Committee could add all the names it wished to the list of 

candidates proposed and that it could also accept the withdrawal of the candidature 

of any Member State appearing on the said list.

Professor AUJALEU (France) considered that so as to shorten the time required 

for the ballot it would be desirable to agree beforehand on the names that could be 

added to the list.

Dr ALAN (Turkey) felt that it would be preferable for the candidature of Members 

whose names had been suggested to be withdrawn in plenary meeting, when the Assembly 

was considering the list of twelve Members transmitted by the General Committee.
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Dr DOLO (Mall) asked whether the members of the General Committee were entitled 

to add the name of a Member to the list proposed without having first consulted 

the Member concerned.

Professor ZDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) felt that the names of 

countries which had expressly withdrawn their candidature could not be retained on 

the list nor could the names of other countries be added without having first 

obtained their consent. He asked whether it would be possible to keep to a list of 

ten Members.

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that in accordance with Rule 98 of the Rules 

of Procedure of the Health Assembly, the General Committee was obliged to submit a 

list of twelve Members to the Assembly. Furthermore, any Member which did not wish 

its candidature to be taken into consideration could make a statement to that effect 

during the plenary meeting when the elections were taking place.

Professor ZDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed that some of the 

countries represented on the General Committee should agree to offer themselves 

as candidates for the elections in regard to the list of twelve Members.

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Mr Albano PACIS (Philippines) stated that 

the withdrawal of his country's candidature should be considered as final.

Dr DOLO (Mali) suggested that, in order to complete the list before the General 

Committee, lots should be drawn amongst those members of the General Committee whose 

countries had not nominated a person to serve on the Executive Board.
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Professor AUJALEU (France) was against any drawing of lots. If, for example, 

the name of the United States of America was drawn, would it be reasonable to expect 

that country to appear on the list of twelve Members, and not on that of eight 

Members?

Dr GJEBIN (Israel) suggested that outgoing Members should also not be taken 

into consideration.

Professor ZDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed that, in order 

to allow for the principle of equitable geographical distribution, each region 

should designate a Member State whose name would be included on the list.

In reply to a question by Dr HAQUE (Pakistan), the DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that 

every Member State could indicate, either in a plenary meeting or in the General 

Committee, that it wished’ to withdraw its candidature; however, the Committee 

could retain the name of such a country on the list of twelve Members which it 

submitted to the Health Assembly.

Dr LAYTON (Canada) considered that in its report, the General Committee could 

mention why certain Members had been included on the list of twelve Members and 

not on that of eight Members. Furthermore, he proposed that two Members of the 

South-East Asia Region be included on the list of names suggested, since there was 

no candidate from that Region.

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Dr DOLGOR (Mongolia) said that Mongolia 

did not wish to appear on the list.
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The CHAIRMAN felt that the names of the two Member States which had withdrawn 

their candidature might be retained on the list, but it might be indicated in the 

General Committee's report that their candidatures had been retained against the 

wishes of the countries in question.

Professor AUJALEU (France) suggested that each member of the General Committee 

complete the list by choosing two names he deemed suitable.

After à further exchange of views, the CHAIRMAN said, in reply to Dr SUBANDRIO 

(Indonesia), that although outgoing Members could be re-elected according to the 

Constitution, the members of the General Committee could nevertheless decide not 

to include their names on the list of twelve Members.

Dr DOLO (Mali) and Dr REFSHAUGE (Australia) were asked to act as tellers.

A preliminary trial vote was taken by secret ballot.

The General Committee then proceeded to vote by secret ballot for the purpose 

nf establishing a list of twelve Members to be transmitted to the Health Assembly. 

The following countries were nominated:

Cameroon, Libya, Morocco, Paraguay, Tanganyika, Turkey, Yugoslavia,

Kuwait, Malaysia, Philippines, United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, Romania.

Mr Albano PACIS (Philippines) considered unsatisfactory a procedure which 

consisted in first drawing up a list of twelve Members and then a list of eight 

Members whose election was recommended to the Health Assembly. The four Members



not appearing on the short list of eight Members might feel that they were in a 

humiliating position.

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that it was for the Assembly and not the 

General Committee to change the procedure governing the election of Members 

entitled to designate a person to serve on the Executive Board, a procedure which 

was part of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly.

Mr Albano PACIS (Philippines) repeated that in his opinion the procedure was 

unsatisfactory and that it should be amended; he requested that his statement 

be included in the minutes. ■

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the delegate of the Philippines ask the 

Executive Board to study the question and make a recommendation concerning it to 

the Health Assembly; there was certainly room for improvement in the procedure, 

although, in his opinion, there was nothing humiliating in appearing on a list of 

twelve Members when the Organization comprised 117 Member States eligible for 

election.

The General Committee proceeded to a secret ballot in order to establish the 

list of eight Members which, in the Committee's opinion, would provide, if elected, 

a balanced distribution of the Board as a whole.

The results of the voting were as follows:

Paraguay, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

Cameroon, Malaysia, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Libya, Kuwait.
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The CHAIRMAN stated that, in accordance with Rule 98 of the Rules of Procedure, 

the names of the Members proposed would be transmitted to the Health Assembly in 

the General Committee's report.

2. PROGRAMME OP WORK OF THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY

After having heard statements by the Chairmen of the main committees on the 

progress of the work of their committees, the General Committee decided to 

establish the order of the day for Tuesday, 10 March during its next meeting 

at 5*30 p.m. on the same day.

The meeting rose at 2.40 p.m.


